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The work-in-movement

A hybrid practice
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Any system of ideas that may parttake in contextualizing the
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Theory is not a thing. It grows and extends along
with the material practice.
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research method
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Method in artistic research. . .

. . . can be developed from the material aspect of the
artistic research process
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their most obvious appearances.

I see them as movements instead, continuities from
practice to method to theory and then back, from
concept to abstraction to specificity, the generalising and
contextualising power of the theoretical approach may be
less of an obstacle to the practice-oriented artistic
researcher and doctoral candidate.
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Ethics: Discussing the matters
These are complex issues that needs to be discussed
continuously in several formations, not to reach a conclusion,
but to ensure knowledge transfer and growth of experience.
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I The supervisor in artistic research is part of an ecosystem
with the institution and the artistic environment as two
out of many possible agents.

I The candidate is floating around in this system.
I The supervisor is sometimes seen as something possibly

external to this system rather than an integral part of it
(an artist coming in from the outside to supervise).

I This makes the candidate vulnerable and prevents the
continous development of the research environment.

I The supervisor accumulates knowlegde in the research
education and is a central figure for all current and future
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Supervision - where is the competence
gathered?

Supervisor’s meetings and the research environment



What is really important?

I The supervisor should have a central position in the
research education.

I If the theory/practice dichotomy may be bridged the
problem of double competences may be lessened.

I It is of importance that the supervisor has experience of
(artistic) research.

I The ethical perspective shall be seen from the view point
of the university as a system.

I The discussion on quality should be present at all stages
and may be approached from a multimodal perspective.
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Discussion

Tack!
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